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An award-winning, heartrending young middle grade novel from Barbara
Park—the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Junie B. Jones
series—just right for readers of Frindle, Love That Dog, The Lemonade War,
and other classic young middle grade favorites.
 
Kids aren’t supposed to die.
 
Phoebe’s brother, Mick, was one of the funniest, coolest kids you’d ever
meet—the kid who made you laugh until your stomach hurt, even if you were
mad at him. The kid who freaked his and Phoebe’s mom out by putting a ceramic
eye in a defrosted chicken; who went trick-or-treating as Thomas Crapper, the
inventor of the modern-day flush toilet; who did a wild solo dance in front of the
entire school. He was the kid you’d want to be friends with. So how can he be
gone? And how will Phoebe’s family survive without him?
 
Winner of 12 State Awards!
An IRA-CBC Young Adults’ Choice
A School Library Journal Best Book of the Year
A Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year
 
* “Genius . . . excruciatingly real . . . powerful.” —Publishers Weekly, starred
 
“[A] wrenching story permeated with humor and hope.” —School Library
Journal
 
For the Review section (please add the two reviews and the state awards below):
“A very moving story about a terrific 12-year-old boy. By the end of the book,
readers miss him, too.” —Kirkus Reviews
 
“Park skillfully interweaves humor and pain in this unique, utterly believable
account of Phoebe’s attempt to cope with a heartbreaking loss.” —The Horn
Book
 
WINNER—Georgia Children’s Book Award
WINNER—Connecticut Nutmeg Book Award
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WINNER—Kansas William Allen White Children’s Book Award
WINNER—North Dakota Flicker Tale Children’s Book Award
WINNER—Rhode Island Children’s Book Award
WINNER—South Carolina Children’s Book Award
WINNER—Vermont Dorothy Canfield Fisher Book Award
WINNER—Illinois Rebecca Caudill Young Readers’ Book Award
WINNER—Indiana Young Hoosier Book Award
WINNER—Iowa Children’s Choice Award
WINNER—Minnesota Maud Hart Lovelace Book Award
NOMINEE—Washington Evergreen Young Adult Book Award
WINNER—Kentucky Bluegrass Master List
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
"I don't want to make you cry. I just want to tell you about Mick. But I thought you should know right up
front that he's not here anymore. I just thought that would be fair." Phoebe, the eighth-grade narrator of
Park's (Buddies; Don't Make Me Smile) heart-wrenching novel, weaves together diverting anecdotes about
her endearingly eccentric brother with her reactions, and those of her parents, to his death in a bicycle
accident at the age of 12. The genius of this novel is Park's ability to make the events excruciatingly real
while entirely avoiding the mawkish; likable Phoebe's frank, at times even funny narration will leave readers
feeling as though they've known the girl-and Mick-for a very long time. Park's ability to convey so
affectingly both the individual and collective pain of this family's members is remarkable. She focuses on
small moments-the father closing the door to Mick's room upon returning from the hospital; the mother
covering her ears because she cannot bear Phoebe's talk about her brother. But the novel has another crucial
dimension in that it stresses the importance of wearing bike helmets. Midway through the story, in response
to Phoebe's misplaced sense of guilt, Phoebe's father introduces the subject: "He heaved a God-awful sigh
and whispered, 'If only I had made him wear his helmet.'" The message is skillfully reprised toward the
conclusion, in a powerful scene in which Phoebe overcomes her own pain and anger to participate in a
school assembly on bicycle safety. An author's note at the end reinforces the message. To Park's great credit,
the lesson never dominates-the story reads not as a cautionary tale, but as a full-fledged and fully convincing
drama. Ages 8-12.
Copyright 1995 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From School Library Journal
Grade 4-6?In this wrenching story permeated with humor and hope, a young girl must come to terms with
the death of her brother in a bicycle accident.
Copyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Booklist
Gr. 5-7. Park turns her wry eye on a serious subject, the death of a sibling. With love, wit, and anger, 13-
year-old Phoebe Harte describes her brother, Mick, and the effect his death has on the family. It is a bike
accident that kills Mick, and Park does an excellent job of capturing the shock and dissociation that a sudden
death can cause in survivors. There's so much here that rings true: what friends can (and cannot) do, the
inevitable rantings against God, and the seesaw emotions experienced by the whole family. Where Park goes
a bit over the top is in her description of Mick, a real wiseacre, who puts a ceramic eye in a defrosted chicken
and goes trick-or-treating as Thomas Crapper, inventor of the toilet. Not that this isn't funny stuff, but Park's
inflation of Mick oddly diminishes him. Still, there is a sea of real emotions here, and readers, whether
they've been touched by death or not, will find themselves touched by this book. Park's author's-note plea for
kids to wear bike helmets (such a helmet could have saved Mick) may now fall on responsive ears. Ilene
Cooper

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Fern Marshall:

In other case, little men and women like to read book Mick Harte Was Here. You can choose the best book if

http://localhost/gp/feature.html/?docId=1000027801


you appreciate reading a book. Providing we know about how is important any book Mick Harte Was Here.
You can add information and of course you can around the world by just a book. Absolutely right, simply
because from book you can recognize everything! From your country until eventually foreign or abroad you
will end up known. About simple issue until wonderful thing you could know that. In this era, you can open
a book or even searching by internet system. It is called e-book. You should use it when you feel weary to go
to the library. Let's go through.

Lester Magno:

Do you really one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Make
an effort to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't judge book by its protect may doesn't
work the following is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not as fantastic as in the
outside seem likes. Maybe you answer could be Mick Harte Was Here why because the amazing cover that
make you consider regarding the content will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content is usually
fantastic as the outside or even cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly make suggestions to pick up this
book.

Christine Knox:

Within this era which is the greater particular person or who has ability to do something more are more
valuable than other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple way to have that. What you
are related is just spending your time very little but quite enough to get a look at some books. Among the
books in the top checklist in your reading list will be Mick Harte Was Here. This book which is qualified as
The Hungry Inclines can get you closer in becoming precious person. By looking upwards and review this
reserve you can get many advantages.

Walter Dion:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that will question when you got pupils? We believe that that question
was given by teacher with their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And also
you know that little person including reading or as reading through become their hobby. You should know
that reading is very important along with book as to be the point. Book is important thing to incorporate you
knowledge, except your current teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update concerning something by
book. Different categories of books that can you take to be your object. One of them is niagra Mick Harte
Was Here.
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